




“ Fixed doh” and “ movable doh”
NARUMI  Fumio
Abstract
The “ fixed doh/movable doh” is not simply a way of music reading, but also a matter of music inter-
pretation.  Most students who get into our department of music expression only know the “ fixed doh”
against the background of music-educational environment in present-day Japan; but I think we must not
overlook this situation.  When we trace the “ movable doh” back to its origins, it is obvious that “ do-
re-mi-fa?” are essentially the syllable names, in other words a tool for the movable doh reading.  The
“ fixed doh” is based on the equally tempered piano.  It seems to be convenient and reasonable, but we
have to understand sufficiently its weak points. Students who aim at becoming good musicians are re-
quired to have the sense of “ movable doh.”
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